Furniture and objets d'art of the 18th century

The interlude of the Gallery
Asian lacquer furniture

Bernard II Van Risenburgh (circa 1696-1766), Chinese lacquer paneled cabinet for the
Contrôleur général des Finances Jean-Baptiste de Machault d'Arnouville (17101794), circa 1755, Versailles, château de Versailles (inv. OA 9599)

The art of furniture in the 18th century was characterised by a perpetual
search for new techniques and new decorations. The importation of exotic
objects from Asia by the various French and foreign East India Companies
led to the discovery of materials such as lacquer, a material derived from a
vegetable resin unknown in Europe. Having the appearance of a hard, shiny
varnish and composed of several dozen superimposed and polished layers,
lacquer covered small objects, chests or screen panels. It was decorated
with landscapes, scenes and exotic motifs on a background that was often
black, and was particularly popular in the West.
The French furniture had already evolved during the Regency period with
the use of exotic woods that arrived by ship from Central America, exploited
for their colours and veins. The art of furniture was able to go even further
in the search for luxury and preciousness with the appearance of lacquer.
Inspired by the chests and cabinets that were covered in lacquer,
cabinetmakers, guided by marchands merciers, recovered this material to
veneer chests of drawers, secretaries and desks. Their great challenge with
rocaille furniture was to bend the lacquer without breaking it to fit the
shape of the furniture.

Martin Carlin (1730-1785), Japanese lacquer chest of drawers for the large cabinet of
Madame Victoire (1733-1799) at Bellevue, circa 1785, Paris, Musée du Louvre
(inv. OA 5498)

Different lacquers were imported and their decoration or techniques varied
according to their country of origin. Three types of Asian lacquer were
mainly used by cabinetmakers to decorate 18th century furniture.

Chinese lacquer
This lacquer is generally black or red. The decorations representing
landscapes, animated scenes or plants can be gilded or polychrome, but the
surface of these lacquers is always smooth.

Japanese lacquer
Japanese lacquerware is rarer than Chinese lacquerware because the supply
was more limited. Almost always on a black background, the decorations
made of gold and/or silver powder and leaf often have a raised surface and
are very finely executed. Careful observation of these lacquers reveals a
multitude of details.

Coromandel lacquer
The so-called Coromandel lacquers, named after the coast to the west of the
Indian peninsula where the trading posts that supplied them were located,
were actually produced in China. The technique is more complex than the
previous ones. The decorations on these lacquers are carved or incised into
the background and then painted. These polychrome lacquers (often
incorporating white) show a precision of details and make them real
documentary pieces.

Jacques-Philippe Carel (1688-1755), Coromandel lacquer chest of drawers, circa 1750,
Paris, Musée du Louvre (inv. OA 9488)

These Asian lacquers were expensive and impossible to produce in France
due to a lack of raw materials. The Martin brothers thus invented a varnish
that imitated their appearance.
Although it reached its peak under Louis XV period, this taste for lacquered
furniture continued throughout the century, adapting to neoclassicism
under Louis XVI period.

See you next week for a new
interlude !
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